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Abstract

A high-frequency imaging acoustic camera was used to observe the behaviour of sablefish (Anoplopoma fimbria) and Pacific
halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis) around baited fish pots and baited hooks in the deep shelf environment (220–366 m depth) off
Oregon. The acoustic camera, tested to a distance of 9.7 m (11.5–15.6 m2 field of view), provided continuous high-resolution
imagery of approaches of fish to the gear, entry into pot tunnels, bait attacks, and escapes in conditions of darkness and high
turbidity. Fish inside and beyond the fish pot could also be observed. Fishes, including small individuals and “bait thieves”
(>20 cm), could be measured and tracked in the digital images. Concurrent observations with a low-light video camera and
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infrared lighting yielded a field of view of approximately 1 m2, limited to just one side of the fish pot. A large proportion
the video tape produced was unusable because of turbidity, and the patterns of fish movement around the pots and ba
were poorly characterized by the video camera. The large field of view provided by the acoustic camera showed th
low percentage of sablefish and halibut approaching the gear were captured. Observations on different gear types,
fish pots with and without tunnel triggers, provide insights into how acoustic camera imagery can be used to impr
understanding of fish behaviour in the natural environment, to design increasingly selective and efficient fishing gea
improve bait-dependent stock assessments.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Most advances in the capture of marine fish a
made through field trials with fishing gear. Howeve
capture success depends upon the responses o
get species to the gear, and with direct observati
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of fish behaviour it should be possible to improve
fishing equipment and techniques for increased effi-
ciency and reduced bycatch. Direct observations are
especially useful with fixed gear, such as longlines,
traps and pots, because fish capture is entirely depen-
dent upon their volitional behaviour. Observations on
longlines were made from submersibles more than
two decades ago (High, 1980; Grimes et al., 1982).
Since then, remotely operated cameras have been
used to record the behaviour of fishes near longlines
(Fern̈o et al., 1986; Kaimmer, 1999; He, 1996) and
fish traps (He, 1993). Video cameras set together with
current meters provided important insights into activ-
ity patterns and responsiveness to bait in Atlantic
cod (Gadus morhua) and haddock (Melanogrammus
aeglefinus), revealing important differences between
the species (Løkkeborg et al., 1989). However, video
cameras have limited capabilities in low light, and
fishes often avoid lights or behave in abnormal ways
when artificial illumination is utilized to make video
observations. Illumination with infrared wavelengths,
outside the visual capabilities of most fishes, provides
for recordings in conditions of darkness (e.g.,Olla
et al., 2000), but with a range limited to less than
2 m.

New high-frequency in situ imaging sonar sys-
tems, often called acoustic cameras, can provide an
image over a larger range than traditional video cam-
era systems. They function well in conditions of total
darkness, and the images acquired can have sufficient
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discuss what types of information can be gathered using
an acoustic camera.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental systems

The DIDSON (Dual-frequency IDentification
SONar)1 acoustic camera provides multiple, high-
resolution images per second across a 29◦ fan-shaped
sector with a beam depth of 12◦. In high-frequency
(1.8 MHz) mode, the 29◦ sector is acoustically divided
into 96 beams (0.3◦ each) and the selected range
window is divided into 256 equal bins (e.g., 1.6 cm
for a 4 m long window). Thus, the pixels at the
center of an image, with a 4 m range window, are
∼1.6 cm× 2.6 cm. This is sufficient to show the body
shapes of adult fish, while the update rate of six
frames per second, used during this study, allowed
each individual fish to be tracked through the image.
The 12◦ depth of the acoustic beams limits images
to acoustically reflective objects that pass within a
distance equal to 10% of the range above or below
that fan, and the view provided is integrated into a
single plane. Because better range resolution (limited
by 256 range bins) was more important than showing
the small wedge of area within a few meters of the
camera, we never set the near edge of the image below
2.4 m. Objects in the resulting null area close to the
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esolution to distinguish individual fish, their ba
orms and movement patterns.Moursund et al. (2003
ound that an acoustic camera was useful in trac
sh passage at a hydropower facility where con
ional underwater cameras would be limited by
ight and high turbidity.

This study was conducted to test the feas
ty of using an acoustic camera for observation
sh behaviour associated with baited fishing g
ncluding fish pots designed for capture of sa
sh (Anoplopoma fimbria) and baited hooks directe
oward Pacific halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis).
hese observations were paired with simultane
bservations using infrared illumination and a conv

ional low-light video camera to compare the rela
erits of the two tools. We also provide prelimin
bservations on the behaviour of sablefish and ha
elated to two types of fish pots and baited hooks,
amera were not directly imaged, but could prod
hadows on the image. The acoustic camera sy
sed in this study included a computer hard d

o autonomously record the image data. Power
rovided by three 13.2 V, 9 Ah NiMH battery pac

n a titanium pressure housing, and a pressure sw
urned on the camera at 20 m depth to save powe
ecording space during launch.

The acoustic camera was used in two primary c
gurations designed for autonomous operation on
ea floor. The first was in fixed orientation at the en
long beam with the intent of viewing the area aro

xed gear (one fish pot or five baited hooks) attache
he opposite end of the beam. The second system
n independent, rotating arrangement designed to

1 Mention of a commercial product does not imply its endorsem
y the U.S. Government.
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Fig. 1. Fixed configuration of the acoustic and video cameras designed to observe the behaviour of fishes around a fish pot. The fish pot was
replaced with a section of ground line with five hooks for observation of fish approaches to hook gear (see text). Top view shows the wedge-shaped
field of view provided by the acoustic and video cameras.

the camera continuously in the down-current direction
for the purpose of observing fish that approached the
camera base, which was baited.

In fixed configuration (Fig. 1) the acoustic camera
was attached to a rigid frame comprised of a verti-
cal camera tower, a horizontal aluminum beam, and an
open frame large enough to hold a fish pot. The cam-
era tower was 1.2 m high and made from steel angle bar
(5 cm). The pot frame component was constructed with
a steel angle-bar base and vertical supports of round bar
(1.3 cm diameter). The frame was 1.2 m high, 1.5 m
wide on the camera end, and 2.1 m wide on the far end.
The small bar construction and trapezoidal shape (in
overhead view) was designed to produce the smallest
possible acoustic shadow in the DIDSON image and
to reduce interference with fish behaviour. The wide
stance of the frame also helped to maintain the upright
orientation of the gear. The aluminum beam (13 cm
square tubing) provided resistance to twisting and had
sufficient strength to lift the heavy gear, batteries, and
fish catch with a two-part bridle made of floating line
attached to the two ends of the beam. The transducer
“lens” of the acoustic camera was 75 cm above the bot-

tom, oriented horizontally with a downward tilt of∼8◦,
and 4.2 m away from the nearest end of the pot frame.
Depending upon the camera range chosen (Table 1),
this distance allowed the entire pot to be inside the
acoustic image along with 0.8–2.3 m of the surround-
ing area. The beam and pot frame top were above the
view of the camera.

The gear with fixed orientation was also equipped
with infrared lighting units and a video camera (Fig. 1).
The lights consisted of four infrared (880 nm wave-
length) LED clusters attached to the top of the pot frame
directly over the end of the fish pot closest to the acous-
tic camera. The video camera was an ICCD (intensified
charge-coupled device) with a Gen III extended-blue
intensifier in an underwater housing with dome port.
The camera was attached to the lower side of the beam,
103 cm away from the front of the pot frame and aimed
directly at the tunnel of the fish pot. In this arrangement
the video camera recorded fish approaching the tunnel
nearest to the acoustic camera and provided a com-
parison of the two camera systems. The recorder for
the video camera (Sony Hi-8 camcorder in long-play
mode) was enclosed in a cylindrical titanium pressure
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Table 1
Summary of gear deployments designed to test the operation of an acoustic camera for observations of fish behaviour related to baits and baited
fishing gear

Deployment no. Gear type Date Depth (m) Set time
(PST)

Range of camera
view (m)

Bottom
temperature
(◦C)

Current pattern

Sablefish ground
1 FO-SP 15 May 2004 366 08:42–14:16 3.4–7.8 6.5–5.6 N 7–9 cm/s to slack to

S 5 cm/s
2 RO 15 May 2004 366 16:55–20:10 5.2–9.7 5.7 S to W, steady

6–9 cm/s
3 RO 16 May 2004 366 07:30–10:05 5.2–9.7 5.8 S 2–5 cm/s to NW

5–8 cm/s
4 RO 16 May 2004 366 10:50–13:10 5.2–9.7 5.7 Steady N 13–15 cm/s
5 FO-SP 16 May 2004 366 14:50–20:00 2.6–7.1 5.7 E 9–11 cm/s to NE

7–9 cm/s to N
6–8 cm/s

Halibut ground
6 FO-MP 17 May 2004 240 06:40–12:40 2.6–7.1 6.5–6.7 S 12–15 cm/s to W

6–8 cm/s to NW
19–21 cm/s

7 FO-MP 17 May 2004 220 14:15–20:00 2.6–7.1 6.9–6.6 N 14–16 cm/s to E
7–9 cm/s to S
9–12 cm/s

8 FO-HO 18 May 2004 235 07:19–09:15 3.4–7.8 6.6 S 12–15 cm/s to S
8–10 cm/s

9 FO-HO 18 May 2004 235 10:30–12:30 2.6–7.1 6.6 SW 8–10 cm/s to W
12–14 cm/s

Gear types include an acoustic camera with fixed orientation (FO) observing a standard pot (SP), a modified pot (MP) or hooks (HO), and an
acoustic camera with rotating orientation (RO) and no fixed target.

housing along with batteries powering the infrared
lights and the camera. When used with a fish pot the
canister was secured inside the pot. When used with
hook gear, it was attached to the frame which other-
wise held a pot.

In the rotating configuration (Fig. 2), the acous-
tic camera was mounted in an open, cylinder-shaped
aluminum frame suspended between hard floats pro-
viding 30 kg of lift and a steel pedestal weighing 120 kg
(60 cm square base plate and center post). A stain-
less steel swivel was used to attach the center of the
camera frame to the top of the pedestal post. The
suspension system was designed to place the camera
lens 60 cm off the bottom and maintain a horizontal
view. Large vanes (marine grade plywood 12 mm thick)
attached to the sides of the camera frame and extend-
ing 45 cm beyond the camera lens were designed to
keep the camera oriented in a down-current direction
without obstructing the acoustic field. Six bait bags
with approximately 10 kg (total) of chopped frozen

Fig. 2. Acoustic camera in the rotating configuration used to observe
approaches of fishes to bait bags placed around the base plate. Vanes
and the swivel on the camera frame were designed to orient the
camera in the downstream direction of bottom currents.
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squid (Loligo opalescens) and herring (Clupea pal-
lasi) were attached to the base of the camera frame
immediately prior to deployments. Observations made
in the rotating configuration were with slightly longer
range (5.2–9.7 m) than with the fixed configuration
(Table 1).

Two types of fish pots were used in this study.
The first was a standard rectangular pot (183 cm
long× 109 cm wide× 66 cm high) used in the directed
sablefish fishery off the coast of Oregon. This pot
was constructed with 13 mm round steel bar and 5 cm
(square) nylon mesh (#42 twine), with a soft tunnel
in both ends made from 2.4 cm (square) mesh (#42
twine). One stainless steel escape ring (10 cm diame-
ter) was sewn into the center of each side of the pot to
release undersized fish. A bait sock∼15 cm in diameter
was attached to the top of the pot, and extended nearly
to the pot floor when filled. The second pot type was
identical to the first except that the tunnel was mod-
ified with a rectangular set of plastic trigger fingers
(76 cm× 15 cm) (Neptune Marine Products, Seattle,
WA) often used in pots for Pacific cod in Alaska (Carlile
et al., 1997).

In this study, the trigger fingers were installed to test
their effectiveness for capturing sablefish and Pacific
halibut. The pots were baited with a combination of
chopped and whole squid and herring on the sablefish
ground, and with squid, herring and octopus (Octopus
dofleini) on the halibut grounds. Approximately 10 kg
of fresh bait (total) was placed in the bait sock, in per-
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and herring was suspended from the top of the empty
pot frame to help attract fish.

2.2. Deployments

DIDSON and video recordings were made at two
sites on the continental slope about 20 nautical miles off
the central coast of Oregon. The first site (45◦02′N lat-
itude, 124◦30′W longitude) was selected for its known
abundance of sablefish. Depth was 366 m (200 fm) and
the bottom was relatively flat sandy mud. The sec-
ond site (44◦52′N latitude, 124◦31′W longitude) is a
fishing ground for Pacific halibut, with depths rang-
ing 220–240 m (120–130 fm) on flat muddy sand bot-
tom. Nine deployments of the acoustic camera gear in
different configurations were made 15–18 May 2004
(Table 1) from the F/VMichele Ann, a 22 m sable-
fish/Dungeness crab boat. Fish pot gear was set four
times. Hook gear was set twice, and the rotating acous-
tic camera was set three times. Range of imaging was
set to several different distances (Table 1) depending
upon gear configuration and to test resolution.

A SonTek Argonaut MD acoustic Doppler current
meter equipped with a temperature recorder was set
1.5 m off the bottom on a taut-line mooring for the dura-
tion of acoustic camera observations at each of the two
primary research sites. The meter was set with a time-
averaging interval of 60 s (sampling once per second)
with recordings made every 60 s. The acoustic cam-
era gear was always set at least 500 m away from the
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orated 4 l plastic jars, and in separate bait bags
uspended and loose in the pot for each gear set.

Hook gear was also viewed with the acoustic
ideo cameras in the fixed configuration. A V-sha
rrangement of ground line (9 mm diameter) was
ted between the bottom of the acoustic camera t
nd cross-members of the pot frame bottom at the
istant side. A 2 m long section of heavy elastic c
onnected the apex of the ground line to the c
ra tower and allowed stretch in the gear. Five c
ooks (no. 12/0) were attached along the ground li
pproximately 1 m intervals with short nylon gangio
ne hook was located near the apex of the ground
lose to the acoustic camera, and two more were loc
n each branch of the two sections extending into
teel frame. Two of the baited hooks were within v
f the video camera. Hooks were baited with piece
ctopus (∼150 g), and a bait bag with octopus, sq
urrent meter mooring to avoid interference betw
he instruments which operate at similar frequen
1.5–1.8 MHz). A light, temperature and depth sen
Wildlife Computers MK7) was attached to the curr
eter mooring. The nominal light readings from t
evice were calibrated in the laboratory under g

ight (550 nm) with an International Light meter (
700) and SHUD 033 sensor.

Both the rotating acoustic camera and the cur
eter were set with an L-shaped mooring, compr
f a surface float and a buoyant line that descend

he bottom where a dead weight absorbed motion
he surface. From the dead weight, a 150 m sectio
on-buoyant ground line extended along the bo

o a 3 m long section of heavy chain attached to
ase of each instrument. This arrangement preve

nterference between the instruments and the grou
oat lines. The larger fixed-frame camera system
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heavy (∼200 kg) and connected via a two-part bridle to
a 10 surface float with a buoyant line at least twice the
depth of the water. Seas were generally less than 2 m
during the gear deployments, and there was no evidence
of surface motion transmitted to the acoustic or video
cameras.

Following each deployment, DIDSON data was
downloaded to a 3.0 MHz Pentium computer and
recorded onto DVD disks. Download time was approx-
imately 15 min for each hour of recording and occupied
about 1.3 GB/h of memory.

Each DIDSON record was reviewed in its entirety
on a large screen computer monitor to provide insights
into how the imagery could be used. Basic observa-
tions were noted including the times of first arrival by
sablefish and halibut, when fish were hooked or entered
pots, and the numbers of fish entering the field of view
in each 15 min period after the gear touched bottom.
Note that fish appearing in the camera’s view may rep-
resent individuals milling around the gear and do not
necessarily represent independent events. Other gen-
eral observations were made on fish locations relative
to the fish pot and how many fish were inside a pot
or struck baited hooks. DIDSON software was used to
measure and track fish. DIDSON images were most
easily interpreted as moving images, as is the case with
video. Video records were reviewed as described for
DIDSON images, and the most illustrative direct com-
parisons are reported below.

To supplement DIDSON and video camera observa-
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ambient light. At the sablefish grounds, light level
on the bottom during the daytime ranged 10−7 to
10−9 �mol photons m−2 s−1 (equal to darkness for the
human eye). The daytime light level on the bottom
at the halibut ground was somewhat higher (10−4 to
10−5 �mol photons m−2 s−1), but still within the range
requiring illumination for video cameras. Under these
conditions and with infrared lighting, the video cam-
era performed adequately but the view was limited
to approximately 1 m2. Moderate-sized fishes such as
hagfish (Eptatretusspp.) and rockfishes (Sebastesspp.)
were clearly identifiable, but individual halibut and
sablefish could occupy most of the view, and individu-
als could be tracked only for short periods. The video
image was dark, grainy, and obscured completely when
turbidity increased with the activity of fish on the soft-
sediment bottom.

The acoustic camera required no artificial lighting
and provided a viewing area of 11.5–15.6 m2 using the
range settings established for this study. The image
showed fish position on the plane of the seafloor, as if
viewed from overhead (Fig. 3), and large invertebrates
such as seastars and urchins, as well as fishes, could be
observed sitting on top of the sediment in some of the
gear deployments. Acoustic shadows were an impor-
tant feature of the DIDSON images. A strong target
in the null area would block returns from more distant
objects in the same line of view. Often the shadow of
a fish, appearing as a dark shape against the brighter
seafloor image would be more visible than the image of
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ere set at each of the two primary study sites.
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50 m on a single longline marked at each end
surface buoy and a radar reflector. A dead we
as used below each float to prevent surface mo
eing transmitted to the pots. Variable numbers of
ere used (seeTable 3) depending upon their availab

ty and use in other fishing operations. The pots w
aited heavily as described earlier and fished for 1
ll fishes captured in the pots (except hagfish) w
ounted, weighed and measured.

. Results

Light levels at the two study sites were w
elow those where video cameras function with o
he fish itself. The height of a fish off the bottom co
ften be calculated from the height of the camera a

he bottom and the relative distances of the fish an
hadow from the camera.

.1. Fish pots

A typical acoustic recording for the fixed gear c
guration (Fig. 3) yielded images showing fish bo
round and inside a fish pot, the suspended bait

nside the pot, and the outlines of the pot tunnels
esigned, the frame holding the fish pot cast a

ively small acoustic shadow in the image. The fish
tself created a significant shadow, but fish on the
nd of a fish pot could be observed until the den
f fish inside created a dense shadow as is evide
ig. 3. While the video camera recorded fish explor
nd passing through the near-field tunnel, the aco
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Fig. 3. Example of an acoustic image provided by the DIDSON acoustic camera in fixed configuration and equipped with a standard sablefish
pot. Sablefish (average total length = 70 cm), the pot frame, and other labeled features are visible.

camera provided observations on movement inside the
pot. However, once more than four or five fish were
inside the pot, it was difficult to make an accurate
count. The acoustic record also provided observations
on small fishes that passed directly through the mesh.

The combination of video camera and infrared light-
ing provided a field of view of about 1 m2. This camera
gave a clear view of fish approaching the pot tunnel, and
those moving at the near-end side of the pot. Sablefish,
hagfish, rockfishes and other small fishes and inver-
tebrates were clearly identifiable. DIDSON images
provided for less definitive identification of species;
however, body shapes and patterns of movement were
distinctive for the primary target species and confirmed
with the video record. DIDSON imagery alone was suf-

ficiently robust for identification of fishes when their
shapes and behaviour are unique, but not when they
are very similar, for example with rockfish (Sebastes)
species.

The standard fish pots caught 9 and 10 sablefish in
the two 6 h sets, while sablefish were observed entering
the acoustic camera field 2000–5000 times (Table 2).
As mentioned earlier, this can represent milling of
fish around the fish pot and not fish density, but num-
bers of fish not entering the pot were substantial. The
first deployment of cameras with a standard sablefish
pot yielded the largest number of fish observations
and was particularly useful for comparisons. The first
sablefish was observed with the acoustic camera 3 min
after the pot reached bottom, while the first sablefish
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Table 2
Fish observed with the acoustic camera and captured with fish pots and hooks set with the acoustic camera in fixed configuration

Deployment no. Species
observed

Time to first
appearance
(min)

Time to first
pot entry or
hooked (min)

Total number
observed (no.
bait attacks)

No. captured
(no. lost)

Lengths
(cm TL)

Total weight
(kg)

Standard pot
1 SF 3 30 >5000 9 57–77 34.1
5 SF 21 82 >2000 10 52–68 23.1

Modified pot
6 PH 3 – 231 1 SF (80) (4.1)
7 PH 26 – 117 0

Hooks (5)
8 PH 1 4 228 (23) 3 (2) 80, 90, 105 14.8a

9 PH 26 27 47(5) 1 105 13.7

For hook gear, the numbers of fish landed are shown in parentheses. Lengths of halibut not landed were estimated from the DIDSON images.
SF = sablefish, PH = Pacific halibut.

a Weight is for the 105 cm halibut landed.

observed with the video camera appeared 6 min after
the pot settled. Both cameras recorded the first sable-
fish entering the pot at 30 min. During that first 30 min,
80 and 15 sablefish were observed with the acoustic
and video cameras, respectively. This was under ideal
conditions where most of the fish approached the fish
pot at the end closest to the cameras. During that time
the current was flowing directly toward the cameras
(north) and fish approached the south end of the fish
pot in the upstream direction. However, highest fish
activity around the pot occurred 2 h after deployment
when ∼585 entered the acoustic camera image in a
15 min period. During that time the current direction
had shifted to the east and most of the fish approached
the pot on the west side (still in upstream direction).
Because the video camera did not provide a good view
of the pot side, only 29 sablefish were observed in the
same time interval. After 5 h, the current was flow-
ing south, away from the cameras. During one 15 min
interval, 150 sablefish were observed in the acous-

tic camera image, primarily on the distant end of the
fish pot, and only one was observed with the video
camera focused on the near end. Clearly, observations
with just one video camera provided a seriously dis-
torted picture of how sablefish responded to the fish
pot.

A pot modified with plastic triggers in the tunnels
was set at the halibut ground and monitored with cam-
eras twice (Table 1). Only one sablefish and no halibut
were captured in this pot type (Table 2). Acoustic cam-
era images revealed that sablefish were uncommon at
the test site, but halibut were abundant. For example,
halibut 50–110 cm total length (TL) entered the field of
view 117 times in 6 h during gear set 7. The first hal-
ibut arrived in 26 min; maximum activity around the
pot occurred at about 2 h, and declined to zero at 6 h.
No halibut was observed to touch the pot. The small
field trial with fish pots on the halibut ground yielded
very few fish (Table 3); however, two halibut entered
standard pots.

Table 3
Summary of fish pots set on longlines at the two study sites off Oregon in May 2004, and the fishes captured in standard sablefish pots and pots
modified with plastic trigger fingers

Location Date Depth (m) Standard
pots set

Modified
pots set

Standard pots Modified pots

Sablefish Other fish Sablefish Other fish

Sablefish ground 15 May 2004 290 4 4 27 (6.8) – 15 (3.8) 1 lingcod
Sablefish ground 16 May 2004 240 8 6 4 (0.50) 1 lingcod 1 (0.17) 1 halibut
Halibut ground 17 May 2004 240 6 5 2 (0.33) 2 halibut 1 lingcod 1 (0.20) –

V catch p
alues for sablefish are total numbers captured and the mean
 er pot.
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Fig. 4. Example of an acoustic image provided by the DIDSON acoustic camera in fixed configuration and equipped with hooks for Pacific
halibut. One halibut (total length = 110 cm), the pot frame, and other labeled features are visible.

Sablefish were captured in both standard pots and
modified pots in the two field trials conducted on the
sablefish ground (Table 3). A two-way ANOVA showed
that the catch rate of sablefish was higher in the first set
than in the second (F1,18= 45.49,p< 0.001), and higher
in standard pots than in modified pots (F1,18= 0.23,
p= 0.035), with no significant interaction (F1,18= 3.34,
p= 0.084).

3.2. Hook gear

The acoustic camera was also useful for observing
fish around hook gear (Fig. 4). The acoustic shadow
created by the frame was very small and fish approaches
could be recorded over several meters. Arrival times

and directions, bait inspections, latency in attack, social
interactions, bait testing, partial bites, hooking, and
escapes could all be clearly observed for Pacific halibut
which ranged 50–150 cm TL. On the first set of hooks
monitored, three halibut were hooked within 9 min.
During the 2 h observation period, halibut ranging in
size from 50 to 130 cm entered the acoustic camera
image 228 times, and 23 bait attacks were observed
(Table 2). The second set of hooks resulted in 47 hal-
ibut observations, five bait attacks and one capture.
All five baited hooks could be observed simultane-
ously with the acoustic camera, and when the hooks
were retrieved to the surface it was possible to observe
losses of captured fish. For example, three Pacific hal-
ibut were hooked on the first DIDSON set, one escaped
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in the upper 20 m on gear retrieval, and one escaped at
the rail (Table 2). Despite losses, the fish could all be
measured from the DIDSON images along with obser-
vations on approaches, attacks and hooking behaviour
made by each individual.

The video camera was the best tool for identifying
the smallest fishes and invertebrates approaching the
baits because of the close-up view. Two of the four
halibut captured were in view of the video camera;
therefore, near-field approaches, orientation, attacks
and hooking were observed. However, once a fish was
hooked, struggling resulted in high turbidity that ren-
dered the video camera recording completely unusable
for long periods. The image provided by the acoustic
camera was unaffected by turbidity except for a few
seconds in the most extreme cases. The video record-
ing for the first set of hooks was usable about 75% of
the time.

3.3. Rotating acoustic camera

The rotating configuration of the acoustic camera
demonstrated its potential value for the analysis of
behaviour related to bait search. Three deployments,
with a range of view extending from 5.2 to 9.7 m from
the bait source, showed that appropriate near-bottom
alignment of the camera image could be maintained
and sablefish were strongly attracted to the bait. In all
three cases the first sablefish appeared within 7–8 min,
and entries into the field of view increased thereafter.
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Fig. 5. Numbers of sablefish entering the field of view of the rotat-
ing acoustic camera during three 2.5 h deployments on the sablefish
ground off Oregon in May 2004. The base of the acoustic camera
was baited with herring and squid. Each point represents the number
of sablefish entering the field during the previous 15 min, and may
represent more than one encounter per individual. Estimated total
numbers of appearances were, 675, 850 and 205 for sets 2, 3 and 4,
respectively.

mum rate after 90 min, and only 205 fish were observed
in 2 h. Fish larger than 40 cm were easily observed and
tracked through time with a cursor to demonstrate a spa-
tially explicit record of the track (Fig. 6) and calculation
of swim speeds. Other smaller fishes (>20 cm) could be
readily detected; these included flatfishes and round-
fishes, most likely rockfish and thornyheads. In the
low current velocities observed (Table 1), it is unlikely
that the acoustic camera was always aligned with cur-
rent direction, and only one minor shift in orientation
(∼10◦) was observed in the three sets with the rotating
DIDSON.

4. Discussion

4.1. Utility of the acoustic camera

The acoustic camera used in this investigation had
several advantages over the video camera: (1) The
acoustic camera had a much larger field of view than
the video camera. We used a maximum range of 9.7 m,
but it is clear that with large fishes such as sablefish and
Pacific halibut a longer range could be used if needed.
Fish as small as 20 cm in length were clearly detected
with our methods, and a range of 15–20 m could be
lthough the deployments were all made within
adius of 450 m, the patterns of sablefish encou
ates were different in each case, probably reflectin
ature of the scent plume (Fig. 5). In the first deploy
ent (set 2), the number of sablefish entering the im

ncreased to approximately 100 fish per 15 min in
al after 45 min and remained relatively steady. M
han 650 sablefish entered the acoustic camera fie
iew in the 2 h observation period. In the second re
set 3), arrivals began slowly but accelerated afte
nd continued to increase such that 350 entries
ecorded in the last 15 min of the set (Fig. 5). At the
nd of the record, the image was nearly impossib

nterpret because of the numbers of fish and aco
hadows. Many of these shadows were from fish in
ull area. Over 1100 sablefish entries were record
.2 h. In the third record (set 4), during the highest fl
eriod (Table 1), entries by sablefish reached a ma
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Fig. 6. Tracks for sablefish through the field of view provided by the
rotating acoustic camera during deployment number 3 (seeTable 1).
(Top) First 10 fish observed after the gear was deployed. (Bottom)
First 10 fish observed beginning 1 h after the gear was on the bottom.

suitable for some kinds of research. (2) DID SON uses
high update frequency for the imagery produced (six
frames per second). This allows effectively continuous
observation in the field of view, and makes it possi-
ble to track fast-moving individual fish. Long range is
also provided by standard scanning sonar (He, 1993;
Stevens et al., 2000; Premke et al., 2003), but slow
update frequencies (typically 15–30 s) often make it
difficult to track individual animals. (3) Acoustic tools
such as DIDSON allow observations in total darkness
(i.e., without artificial lighting) and in turbid condi-
tions. There is little doubt that fish behaviour is influ-
enced substantially by artificial lighting. While infrared
illumination allows recordings to be made without
behavioural artifacts, infrared wavelengths are rapidly

attenuated. (4) The acoustic camera was able to record
behaviour on all sides of a fish pot. While an acous-
tic shadow was produced by fish and some of the fish
pot and frame structures fish could be observed inside
the pot and at both tunnels until the numbers of fish
surrounding the gear obscured the camera view. Mul-
tiple cameras have occasionally been used to observe
multiple tunnels in fish pots (e.g.,Cole et al., 2004),
but this increases equipment expense and video pro-
cessing time, and the field of view around the fishing
gear is not captured. (5) The overhead projection for the
field of view along with digital format allows for easy
digitization of fish pathways and fish can be measured.

The acoustic camera had some limitations. The
image is dependent upon the density and surface area
presented by an object to the camera. Therefore, when
a fish turned directly toward or away from the camera,
it was sometimes lost from view. However, meander-
ing motion generally returned the fish to view within
seconds. Also, small flatfishes sometimes disappeared
from the image because they sat quietly on the bottom
or buried into the sediment. Despite this, Pacific halibut
were rarely lost from view and invertebrates sitting on
top of the sediment such as seastars and urchins were
clearly identifiable in acoustic images. While it was
difficult to identify all of the fish to species, sablefish,
Pacific halibut, rockfishes (collectively) and hagfish
were easily distinguished based on their outlines and
swimming patterns.

Unlike other sonar systems, the acoustic camera has
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ubstantial distance between the camera and the
eing observed. Also, exact orientation must be m

ained because of the relatively narrow breadth of v
29◦) and even narrower depth. This was achieved
he present study with a long, rigid beam, which m
he overall gear large and relatively heavy. Alignme
ould be achieved by divers in shallow water or w
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IDSON has been mounted successfully in comm
ial trawls to observe behavioural responses by fi
n bycatch reduction devices (Rose, 2005), and acous
ic cameras would be useful in observing fish behav
round fixed gear such as gill nets, longlines, or s

ures such as fish weirs and ladders. However, aco
ameras would probably not be useful in habitats
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high physical relief, which would obstruct the acoustic
signal.

For autonomous operation the acoustic camera must
store image data internally. In our chosen mode of
operation the internal memory was filled with 6 h of
continuous recording. Longer runs could be achieved
with timed recording intervals. Alternatively, a cabled
feed to the surface would increase storage capacity and
allow live monitoring of the acoustic camera image, but
this is a more difficult approach for offshore or conti-
nental slope conditions.

4.2. Applications

The acoustic camera will be useful in a variety of
ways relevant to the study of fish behaviour and fishing
with fixed gear. First, the ability to quantify numbers
of fish and track the motions of individuals over a large
field of detection will expand understanding of their
natural activity patterns, interactions, and responses
to environmental variables such as light, temperature,
and current velocity and direction. For example, we
observed that the numbers of sablefish observed with
the rotating DIDSON was inversely related to average
current velocity.Løkkeborg et al. (1989)observed a
similar relationship between current and numbers of
Atlantic cod approaching baits, and we hypothesize
that the effective fishing area with baited gear declines
with increasing current velocity. Low current velocity
creates a large diffuse plume with a high concentration
o ear
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improve the design of baited fishing gear for increased
selectivity and reduced bycatch. For example, efficien-
cies such as the proportions of fish entering pots, attack-
ing baits, being hooked or lost from capture can all
be determined with direct observations on gear being
tested. In this investigation, large numbers of sablefish
and halibut were attracted to fish pots, but a small pro-
portion of sablefish were captured, and halibut rarely
touched the fish pots. Also, trigger fingers in pot tunnels
appeared to inhibit entry by both of the target species.
Earlier studies with fishes and invertebrates (High and
Ellis, 1973; Fern̈o et al., 1986; Furevik, 1994; Jury et
al., 2001) show that pot design is critical to capture suc-
cess, and it is clear that direct observations of different
pot modifications will help to make improvements.

Acoustic camera imagery can also be useful in
studying hook gear. Our field observations showed
that halibut located and attacked baited hooks with the
characteristic upstream approach described by others
(Kaimmer, 1999; Stoner, 2003). No aggressive inter-
actions were observed near the baits, but investigation
of baits appeared to be facilitated by the activities of
conspecifics near the fishing gear, corroborating lab-
oratory observations (Stoner and Ottmar, 2004). Only
10% of the fish observed in the acoustic camera view
attacked a bait, and only 1–2% were hooked. The
attack frequency was much lower than that observed
by Kaimmer (1999)(43%); this difference is proba-
bly related to the smaller field of view provided by
Kaimmer’s video camera compared with our acous-
t oun-
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Sainte-Marie and Hargrave, 1987; McQuinn et
988), although we recognize that the relationship m
ary with the amount of bait used.

Catches with baited gear depend upon the a
pace provided by the bait (Eng̊as and Løkkeborg
994), but little is known about how active space sho
e calculated and how fish search for bait once dete
Bailey and Priede, 2002; Vabø et al., 2004). Acous-
ic camera equipment will be particularly useful in
equired spatial analysis of chemoreception and
earch behaviour. Similarly, an acoustic camera wi
elpful in understanding the use of baited camera
tock assessment (Ellis and DeMartini, 1995; Pried
nd Merrett, 1996; Willis and Babcock, 2000).

Continuous imagery of fish behaviour under nat
onditions (without artificial lighting) can be used
ic camera. The reader is reminded, that the enc
ers observed do not necessarily represent indepe
vents in either investigation, but the data help to re
he effect of spatial scale in behavioural observatio

The two sets of hook gear made in this study w
onducted at the same location over a span of jus
ut the halibut responses were different, sugge
hat we need a better understanding of variation in
ctive space created by a bait plume as well as v

ion in feeding motivation (Løkkeborg, 1994; Stone
004). Acoustic cameras make it possible to obse
sh behaviour related to different environmental c
itions, gear configurations, baits, and soak times

Direct observations on the performance of fish
ear have been limited primarily to near-field obse

ions with video cameras and artificial lighting. T
coustic camera represents a new tool with w

o record continuous images without light over la
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areas. This tool, which should work equally well with
large fishes and invertebrates, will improve our under-
standing of animal behaviour in the natural environ-
ment, and will assist in the design of increasingly
selective and efficient fishing gear.
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